
Poiand”s non-paper on the European Commission”s public consuitation: „Buiiding the European data
economy”.

By announcing the Digital Singie Market Strategy in May 2015, the Furopean Commission committed
itseif to preparing an initiatiye which would assume taking mea5ures to ensure „free fiow of data” in
the EU. Many Member States, inciuding Roland, weicomed this announcement, expecting decisiye
steps to act counter to the tendency of adopting national reguiations forcing suppiiers to place data in
a giyen territory.

Location constraints can, in particular, hamper the actiyity of cross-border entities (in practice, then,
most Internet piayers), also hindering their entry into new market outlets. This also appiies to start
ups and smali and medium-sized enterprises which might, for exampie, try to optimise their operating
costs by choosing the most beneficial location for storage or processing of data.

The Goyernment of the Republic of Roland weicomes the Furopean Commission”s focus on the ways
to support deyeiopment of the data economy. What 15 important for the RoiIsh Goyernment 15 that the
principles ot free flow were ensured in an effectiye manner.

As for other issues which are to support the construction of the European data economy raised in the
Communication: „Buiiding a European data economy”, there are stili many issues to be ciarified. At this
stage, it should be assessed that there 15 a high risk that any iegisiatiye initiatiyes which are to create
a new „data ownership” or a data producer”s right wouid interfere too deepiy with the market and
create a number of chaflenges haying consequences difficuit to predict. This is particuiariy dangerous
in the digital enyironment which requires weli thought-out and technologicaiiy neutral soiutions,
capable of suryiying the test of time.

The position with reference to the indiyiduai parts of the Communication and consultation suryey 15
presented below.

1. Free Baw of data

The Goyernment of the Republic of Roland agrees with the Commission”s diagnosis. in its
Communication „Building the European data economy”, it rightiy points out that unjustified restrictions
on the free fiow of data may hamper deyelopment of the EU economy. According to the Commissions
study, barriers to data fiow follow from restrictions imposed by nationai law. Haweyer, specific
standards for storing data are aiso of importance. Such restrictions can and shouid be counteracted.
Therefare, Poiish Goyernment supports wark ajmed at effectiyeiy ensuring the principie of free data
fiow within the El), inciuding by deye]oping open standards for interoperability.

Rohsh Goyernment aiso agrees that there are some legitimate reasons for introducing legal restrictions
in nationai lawin the fiow of data beyond the borders of the state. This issue has been inciuded in the
common position of a group of Member States supporting the free flow of data, presented before the
pubhcation of the Communication (Non-paper on the Free Flow of Data initiatiye which Roland
spearheaded in the like-minded group). It mentions that there arejustified exceptions to the free flow
of data which shouid be appiied when it is absoiuteiy necessary and justified by a strictiy defined pubilc
interest (e.g. pubhc security), and also based on transparent procedures. These principies should be
defined and interpreted in a harmonised way throughout the EU. At the same time, Member States
shouid at afl times be able to introduce restrictions on the flow of data for reasons of national security.
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Therefore, the Goyernment of the Republic of Poland expects that the European Commission
urgently completes its work aimed at determining whether the current law already prayides
suflicient guarantees to ensure free flow of data in the EU and takes legislatiye measures, to ensure
free flow of data.

2. Data access and re-use of non-persanal data

Polish Goyernment supports the objectiyes which the Commission has set for itself with reference ta
the creation of an EU framework for data access. At the same time, these regulations should not bean
undue burden on entrepreneurs in their business actiyity. Therefore, in addition to the work on data
access for public interest and scientific purposes, the Commissions actiyities should be confined to
guidelines on incentiyes for companies to share data. Benchmark contractual clauses which can be
used, stili retaining the contractual freedom of the parties, may also be considered.

The Goyernment of the Republic of Poland is of the opinion that the creation of a new data
producers right, also defined as (non-personal) data ownership, at the current stage seems to be a
too far-reaching and risky solution, with unpredictable consequences, which could further
strengthen the pasition of the largest entities, generating the largest amount of data. It should be
pointed aut that there are many doubts and risks associated with the practical functioning of such a
new right. Additionally, it can be argued that, in relation to qualifying data, both personal or otherwise,
as the subject of ownership, consideration or copyright, the doctrine has not yet deyeloped a coherent
approach, and legislatiye work in the EU Council and the European Parliament touching upon this
issues encounters a number of difficulties (e.g. draft directiye of the European Parliament and of the
Council on certain aspects concerning contracts for the supply of digital content). At this stage, there
is also no conyincing eyidence of the market failure that would justify interference in contractual
freedom which soiutions for access and transfer of machine-generated non-personal data in
business relations are currently based on, although this issue should be monitored if such eyents occur
in the future.

As Poland argued during the discussion on the internet goyernance, the chief principle of creating a
policy in the digital world should be „first, dano harm.” Therefore, the Goyernment of the Republic
of Poland is of the opinion that, giyen the aboye-mentioned doubts and the unpredictable effects of
possible legislatiye interyention, at this stage the Commission should refrain from working ona new
data producer”s right. The issue of further direction of work aimed at increasing data access should be
considered taking into account: the outcome af public consultation, dialogue with the Member States
and further analytical wark.

3. Liability

Polish Goyernment agrees with the need fora debate on regulating the rules on liability (this may also
be the issue of guidelines for the application of the present rules of liability) in relation to the specific
nature of the functioning of areas such as the Internet of Things or autonomous connected systems.

In the era of intensiye technological progress, particular attention should be paid to the issue of Iegal
uncertainty as regards the rules ot liability for products and seryices related to new technologies, such
as the Internet of Things. The proper functioning of products and seryices associated with these
technologies depends both on the quality of material deyices and on data collected and processed by
these deyices. Therefore, when products or seryices haye defects consumers may haye doubts about
how to define the defect (e.g. whether it concerns the deyice or connection of the deyice to the
Internet) and who is liable (e.g. whether it is the deyice manufacturer, the ISP or the data platform
operator). This issue should be analysed in detail.



Part of the aboye-mentioned doubts may be ciarified within the framework of REFIT eyaluation,
initiated in 2016, related to the consumers” rights and eyaluation of Council Directiye 85/374/EEC of
25 July 1985 on the approximation of the laws, regulations and administratiye proyisions of the
Member States concerning liability for defectiye products. Moreoyer, insofar as the seMces based on
new technologies can be understood as digital content, the currently negotiated draft directiye of the
European Parliament and of the Council on certain aspects concerning contracts for the supply of
digital content of 11 December 2015 (2015/0287 (COD)) should also be taken into account. This draft
introduces a broad understanding of the concept of „digital content” (including both digitally
produced and supplied data, as weil as seryices for the processing, storage or dissemination of data),
and the rules of liability of the digital content proyider are to be regulated.

Speaking about the liability of the suppliers of solutions in the field of Internet of Things (loT) and
autonomous systems, an important area which should be looked into is the issue of cybersecurity and
protections used by the producers in this area. One may want to consider, for example, the possibility
of using unprotected loT deyices to carry out large-scale DD0S (distributed denial of seMce) attacks
and related damage to the state, economy and society. Such threats are already a fact.

Consideration of liability issues is also important for deyelopment of the transport sector from the
point of yiew of deployment of autonomous yehicles. In this respect, traffic safety depending on the
reliability of data proyided and the security and speed of deliyery i5 important. Therefore, in this
sector it is necessary for different autonomous systems to additionally mark its credibility. Solutions to
assess/test the reliability of data should be searched for. One of them could be the functioning
intelligent transport systems, howeyer, due to their continuous deyelopment and coyerage of the
transport network which will continue to be incomplete for a long time, this cannot be the only
safeguard. Some autonomous systems and data-generating deyices haye algorithms allowing for
assessment of the reliability of generated data. Data which is not fully reliable could be labelled as
such, and systems using it could reject it (as dangerous to their proper functioning) or accept it (when
it is statistically yalid).

4. Portability, interoperability, standards, experimentation and testing

One has to agree that data interoperability and deyelopment of standards can serye strengthening the
competitiyeness between suppliers. It facilitates switching of the seryice proyider, the concurrent use
of seyeral platforms (so-called „multi-homing”) as weli as widespread cross-platform data exchange,
which has the potential to enhance innoyation in the digital economy. Facilitating the portability of
data can also potentially motiyate to improye these seryices, improye the offer for the users and
enable the competition among new innoyatiye seMce proyiders and large (global) platforms and
the creation of complementary seryices by niche players.

At the same tlnie, howeyer, careful consideration should be giyen to the legal obligations to ensure
the portability of non-personal data considered in the Communication as one of the possibilities of
actions. They should not constitute an excessiye regulation and should not seek to impose a specific
standard in accordance to which seryice proyiders will operate, at the same time being guided by the
principle of ensuring the necessity and flexibility in the free flow of non-personal data. Additionally,
rapid technological changes should be borne in mi. Rules created and introduced currently in a few
years may turn out to be outdated and unsuitable for the market and technology. Too restrictiye rules
in this regard can haye a negatiye impact on innoyation and create unnecessary burden and entry
barriers for start-ups, and hamper deyelopment of existing seryice proyiders. In addition, this may
adyersely affect the competitiyeness of those seryice proyiders who inyest in innoyation, and the
solutions applied by them distinguish them from their competitors and thereby lead to their market



success. Therefore, when thinking about the legal obligation to transfer non-personal data, flexibility
of regulations should be ensured. As regards deyelopment of standards, we support the Commission”s
cooperation with business, while reserying that Urn adopted salutions should be open, allowing for
competition rather than closing the market for smaller suppliers.

Therefore, the Goyernment of the Republit of Poland 15 of the opinion that at this stage measures
signalled in the Communication related to ensuring portability of data should be limited to
deyelopment of recommendations on contract terms to facilitate switching of seMce proyiders.
Agam, it is important to highlight also the ongoing work on the draft directiye of the European
Parliament and of Urn Council on certain aspects concerning contracts for the supply of digital content.
As part of the draft (Articie 13(2)(c)), the possibility for the supplier to proyide the consumer (if the
contract 15 termmnated by the consumer) with technical means to recoyer any content proyided by the
consumer and any other data created or generated by the consumer while using digital content 15
discussed. For this reason, the Commission, signalling the need to introduce the right to data
portability, should take into account already ongoing negotiations on the aboye-mentioned directiye
in order to maintain consistency of the adopted solutions.

Moreoyer, the Goyernment of the Republic of Poland points out that the specific needs of indiyidual
sectors may force cioser need for action in the area of interoperability and standards. In the case of
the transport system, Polish Goyernment expects that the proposed solutions will facilitate the
implementation of the seryices referred to in Directiye 2010/40/EU of 7 July 2010 on the framework
for the deployment of Inteiligent Transport Systems in the field of road transport and for interfaces
with other modes of transport, and to which the EC issues specifications successiyely. The emerging
national points of access to transport data and the issues of data exchange between them are one
example pointing to the need to regulate the portability of data, taking into account the sectoral
solutions aiready adopted. Another issue may be the combination of seryices, such as trayel planners
or passenger information systems.

The aboye-mentioned need to ensure the reliability of data proyided, as welI as the need to ensure
the continuity of secure seryices across the EU, is crucial for the sectors of transport and
telecommunications. These solutions should be tested in practice in order to deyelop cooperation
standards, Therefore, the Goyernment ofthe Republic of Poland supports the analysis of the possibility
of using the funds of Horizon 2020 to finance such tests and experiments announced by the
Commission. In particular, It should be noted that the Commission intends to cooperate with Member
States on: 1. a project testing the cross-border interoperability of cooperatiye intelligent transport
systems with the complementary use of 5G network (which cooperates with already deployed
technologies); 2. on deyelopment of legal framework for conducting experiments; 3 and places its
hopes on deyelopment of applications created on the basis of, among others, data from the European
Earth obseryation programme (Copernicus) At the same time, Polish Coyernment is of the opinion
that it should be ensured that the standards or solutions deyeloped remain open, secure and
technologically neutral.


